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As the Atlanta Hawks' season ended with another second-round thud last week, the 
attention turned to an off-season full of questions.

One question was answered Friday when the front office decided not to retain head coach 
Mike Woodson after six seasons.

The other pressing issue grabbing headlines is the future of All-Star guard Joe Johnson, 
who is set to become an unrestricted free agent on July 1 and is sure to have plenty of 
suitors in his pursuit of a maximum contract.

The question on the minds of many basketball fans in the area -- Augusta State fans in 
particular -- surrounds former Jaguar Garret Siler's place with the team.

Siler, who was cut by Atlanta in the preseason after playing very limited minutes, is 
expected to be invited back to play for the Hawks' Summer League squad.

The Hawks and Miami Heat are his top two choices, and the firing of Woodson could play 
into his decision.

After a year of seasoning in China, Siler could compete for a spot behind backup center 
Zaza Pachulia if he hooks on with the Hawks.

The Hawks, who play Al Horford at center even though his natural position is power 
forward, rarely went beyond Pachulia on the depth chart during the regular season.

Jason Collins and Randolph Morris, listed third and fourth behind Horford, averaged more 
than four minutes apiece in 2010, combining to average just over a point per game. Most 
of their action came in blowout situations against the opponent's second and third string 
players.

Collins and Morris both saw increased minutes early in the Orlando series against Dwight 
Howard, but were mainly used to simply foul the All-Pro center.

Neither player has a contract for next season.

The Hawks could opt to take a chance on Siler while almost assuredly using the other 
roster spot on a veteran presence.
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For Siler to grab a spot, however, he would need to improve on his ability to defend 
without fouling.

He averaged 4.2 fouls a game with the Shanghai Sharks this season.
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